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Abstract

ln this papcr we give a survey and present several new results ofintersection

thcorems on the uuit simplex and the simplotope. The most familiar intersec-

tion theorem on the unit simplex is the KKM lemma which states that under

some boundary condition the intersection of n} 1 closed subsets covering the n-

dimensional unit simplex S" is nonempty. Other intersection theorems with n} 1

subsets are Scarf's lemma and its generalization without boundary conditions. We

also consider Shapley's and Ichiishi's lemmx, where the unit simplex S" is covered

bv subsets C'~ with 'I' being a subset of the set {1,...,n } 1} instead of an inte-

ger. Wc generalize these results to one without boundary condítion and introduce

for tbat purpose the concept of T-balancedness. Next we generalize the theorems

stated on the unit simplex to the simplotope, this being the caztesian product of

unit simplices. 1'his leads to some known intersection results on the simplotope

but also to several new theorems, thereby generalizing the concept of balancedness

and T-balancedness to the simplotope.

"fhis rescarch is part of the VF-program "Competition and Cooperation".
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1 Introduction

Intersectiun thcurems are used to pruve the existence of solutions to mathematic.al pro-

gramming problems. The rnost well-known intersection theorem is probably the Knaster-

Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz lemma. This lemma (see [5]) states that n t 1 closed subsets

covering the n-dimensional unit simplex S" and satisfying some boundary condition have

a uonempty intcrsection. The unit simplex S" is the subset of the ( n i- 1)-dimensional

Euclidean space R"t' where all the components are nonnegative and sum up to one. If

we label the n~- 1 subsets of S" by C',...,C"tr then the boundary condition is that

for every x in the boundary of the unit simplex there is some index i for which x E C`

and x, ~ 0. The dual of the I~K114 lemma was introduced in Scarf ( 12]. This lemma says

that n t 1 closed sets Cr, .. ., C"tr covering S" have a nonempty intersection if for x in

the bormdary it holds that x E C` for some index i for which x; - 0. The Scarf lemma

was generalized in [10] as follows. If Cr, ... , C"tr are closed subsets covering S" then

there exists an x' E S" such that x~ - 0 whenever x` ~ Cr.

The KKM lemma has been generalized in Shapley ( 13] to an intersection theorem of

sets CT with T arbitrary subscts of the index set {],...,n ~- 1} instead of consisting out

of just one index. Shapley's lemma states that a collection of closed subsets CT,T C

{ 1, ..., n f 1}, covering S" contains a balanced collection of sets CT', .. , CT" having

a nonempty interscction if for every x in the boundary of S" there exists a subset CT

containing x such that x~ ) 0 for all j E T. Its dual counterpart was proved in Ichiishi

[3] and gives the same result when for every point x in the boundary of S" there exists a

subset CT containing x such that i E T for all indices i for which x; - 0. The lemma of

Shapley was introduced to prove the nonemptyness of the core of a balanced cooperative

garne with nontransferable utilities of the players. In this paper we generalize the lemma

of Ichiishi to an intersection theorem in which the subsets CT do not satisfy any boundary

condition. I'or that purpose we need to generalize balancedness to T-balancedness with

respect to some subset T of the index set {1,...,n t 1}. Then it can be proved that for

a collection of closed subsets CT,T C { I, ... , n f 1}, covering S" there exists an x' E S"

such LhaL x' lics in the intersection of some T'-balanced collections oí subsets, where T'

is the set uf indices j for which x~ 1 0.

In thc papcr we also generalize the intersection theorems on the unit simplex men-

tioned above to such theorems on the simplotope, this being the product space of several

rmit simplices. We first givc intersection theorems where the number of subsets cover-

ing the siinplotupe is equal to the number of variables and these sets therefore can be
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labelled by the indices corresponding to the variables. These theorems were stated in

Freund [2], van der Laan, Talman, and Van der Heyden [9], and van der Laan and Talman

[7]. Next we consider intersection theorems where the subsets covering the simplotope

are labelled by a set of indices. Ceneralizations of the KKM lemma and Scarí lemma

are obtained when these sets are labelled by exactly N indices where N is the number

of unit simplices out of which the sirnplotope exists. These theorems were developed

recently in van der Laan and Talman [8] and can be used to prove the existence of a

Nash equilibrium in a noncooperative game. Finally, we generalize the results of Shapley

and Ichiishi to intersection theorems on the simplotope. For that purpose we generalize

the concept of balancedness to the simplotope. Also T-balancedness for an arbitrary

index set T is introduced and an intersection theorem is given for an arbitrary collection

of closed subsets covcring the simplotope. This results in an nonempty intersection of

some T-balanced subcollection of subsets where the set T is the set of indices for which

the corresponding componeuts of the intersection point is positive.

This paper is organized as íollows. Section 2 consists of the mathematical preliminar-

ies. Several concepts and some notation are introduced concerning the simplotope and

intersection properties. Also a unifying result for the existence of a stationary point is

given. This result is used in almost all proofs for showing the intersection theorems. Sec-

tion 3 discusses the intersection theoren~s on the unit simplex whereas Section 4 treats

the theorcros on the simplotope.
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2 Preliminaries

For some positive integer k, let Sk be the k-dimensional unit simplex, i.e.,

kfl

Sk-{xEltktl~~x~-1,x;10fori-l,...,k-~1}.
i-1 -

Let nl, ..., nN be N positive integers for some given positive integer N and let n be equal
tu FN ~ n~. W~~ call Lhi. cartcxia.n product uf ,S"~,... ,.S'"N, dcnotrd S, a sinlplutopc, so

S-Sn~ X... XSnN

The dimension of S is equal to n. An element in S is denoted by

x-(xl, .. ., xN) with x~ E S"' for all j.

The k-th component of the vector x~ in S"' is denoted by 2~k or 2jk and is also called

the ( j, k)-th component of an element x in S, for k E {1, ..., n~ f 1}. For j- 1, ..., N,

the sct I( j) will be equal to the index set {( j, l), ...,(j, n~ t 1) }, and ! will denote the

union of I(j) over all j. The set !k will denote the index set {1,... , k}.

Let F be an upper-hemicontinuous mapping from S to the collection of (nonempty)

subsets of S such that for each x in S the set F(x) is convex and the compact, then

according to Kakutani's fixed point theorem there exists an x' in S such that x' E F(x'),

see [4~.

Next, let F be an upper-hemicontinuous mapping from S to (the set of subsets of)

j]N 1 R"'t' such that for every x E S the set F(x) is nonempty, convex, compact and

such that ~JrES F'(x) is a bounded set. We call an element x' in S a stationary point of

F on S it for some y' in F(x') it holds that for all j E IN

x~ y~ C(x~)Ty~ for all x~ E S"'.

Lemma 2.1. The point-to-set mapping F has a stationary point on S.

Proof. Let U be a compact, convex set in jjN 1 R"'t' containing the set ~JrES F(x).

Then we define the mapping H from U to (the set of subsets of) S by
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H(y) -{x' E S~x~ y~ G( x~)Ty~ for all x~ E S"~ and j E{1,...,N}}.

Clearly, H is upper-hemicontinuous and for every y in U the set H(y) is nonempty,

convex, co~npact, whereas ~JyE~ II(y) as a subset of S is bounded. For (x,y) E S x U,

let G(x, y) be defined by G(x, y) - H(y) x F(x), then G is an upper-hemicontinuous
mapping frorn S x U into itself satisfying that for every (x,y) in S x U the set G(x,y)
is nonempty, convex, compact. Therefore, according to Kakutani's fixed point theorem,
there exists an (x', y') E S x U such that x' E H(y') and y' E F(x'), which proves the

lemma.

0

Given the unit simplex S", for a nonempty subset T of I"~r, mT denotes the barycen-

tre of the face S"(T) of S", where S"(T) -{x E S"~x~ - 0 for every j~ T}. So,

m~~ - 1~~T~ for j E T and m~ - 0 ior j~ T, with ~T~ denoting the number of elements
of T. Similarly, given the simplotope S, let T be a subset of the index set 1 such that
T fl !(j) ~ 0 for every j E IN. Then mT will denote the barycentre of the face S(T)

of S where S(T) -{x E S~x~k - 0 for every (j,k) ~ T}, i.e., m~k - 1~~Tfl I(j)~ for

(j, k) E T and m~k- 0 for (j, k) ~ T. When T is equal to the index set I (or !"~r on

the unit simplex) we often write m instead of mr (or mr"t~). When for T C I"~r the set

T consists of only one index, say j, we also write e(j) instead of m{~?. Similarly, when

for T C I the set T fl !( j) consists of only one index for every j E IN, we also write e(T)

instead of mT. Notice that for such a T the vector mT is a vertex of S and that e~(T)

is an (n~ f 1)-dimensional unit vector for every j E IN.



3 Intersection theorems on the unit simplex

The most well-known intersection theorems on the unit simplex are the lemma's of
hnastcr Kuratowski Maxurcicwicr (}~KM) [5], 5carf [12], Ichiishi [3], and Shaplcy [13].

All these theorems give sufbcient conditions under which a certain subset of closed sets

coveritlg the unit simplex has a nonempty intersection. In this section we state and

prove these theorems by using Lemma 2.1 and we generalize the result of Ichiishi to an

intersection theorem without boundary condition.

Theorem 3.1 ( KKM lemma). Let Cl,C2,...,C"tl be closed subsets covering S"
such that if x lics in the buundary of the unit simplex then x E C` for some index i for

which x; 7 0. Then

ntl
nC`~0.

Proof. Let Wn be the set defined by

ntl
W" -{w E R"}' ~~ w~ - 1, w~ C 1 f (n -~ 1)-1 for all j}.

~-t

'I'hen 6V" is thc collvcx Ilull of thc ,l. ~ 1 points w(1), .. ., w(n -~ 1), givcn by

u';(J) --(n2 t n- 1)~(n -~ 1) if i- J
- 1 f(n f 1)-1 if i~ j.

Clearly, 6i"` contains the n-dimensional unit simplex S" in its interior. For w E W", let
p(w) be the relative projection of w on S", i.e., p(w) - w when w E S" and

p~(w) - 0 if w~ C 0

- wi~ ~{;~w,~o) wt ~ 0 if w~ ~ 0

when w E W"`Sn.

Next let the point-to-set mapping F from Wn to the set of subsets of W" be defined by

F(w) - Conv({w(j)~p(w) E C' and w~ ? 0}).

Then F is upper-hemicontinuous and for every w in W" the set F(w) is a nonempty,
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convex, compact subset of LV". According to ICakutani's fixed point theorem, there

exists an w' in ~V" such that w` E F(w'). We will show that w' lies in S" and that

w' E C' for every á E{ 1, ..., n}. Let T' be the subset of { 1, ... n~ 1} such that j E T'

if and only i(p(w') E C' and w~ ? 0. By assumption, the set T' is nonempty.

Suppose that w' lies in W"`S", T}ien there exists an index h such that w~ C 0. Conse-

quently, h is not an element of T'. Since w' E F(w'), there exist nonnegative numbers

~j, j E 7", sumrning up to one such that

w~ - ~ ~jw(7).
jET'

Sincc wh e 0, le ~ T', and w~(j)- 1 f(n f I)'' when j ~ h, we obtain that

O~wh- ~~}[lf(nfl)-']-1f(n-F1)-'10,
lET'

yielding a contradiction. Therefore w' lies in S". We now show that T' -{1,... , n~ 1}.

Suppose that h~ T' for some h E{ 1, ..., n} 1}. Then since wh G 1, h ~ T', and

wh(j)- 1-F (n -}- 1)-' when j~ h,

I ~ioh- ~a~[1-~(nfl)']-1t(nfl)-'~1,
~ET'

yieldirig agairi a contradiction. Consequently, T' -{ 1, ..., n i- 1} and so w' E(~,"~' C'.

0

Theorem 3.2 ( Generalized Scarf lemma [10]). Let C',CZ,...,C"t' be closed
subsets covering S". Then there exists an x' E S" such that x~ - 0 whenever x' ~ C~,

7 - 1,...,n f ].

Proof. Lct thc point-to-set mapping F from S" to the set of subsets of S" be defined

by

F(x) - Conv({e(j)~x E C'}).

Then F is upper-hernicontinuous and for every x E S" the set F(x) is nonempty, convex

and curnpact. According to Kakutani's fixed point theorem there exists an x' in S" such

that x' E F(x'). Let T' bc such that T' -{j[x' E C'}. Then there exist nonnegative
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nurnbers a~, J E T', summing up t.o one such that.

x~ - ~ ~~e(1).
lE'f.

Consequently, x~ - 0 when j~ T', and x' E C' when j E 7", which proves the theorem.

O

Corollary 3.3 (Scarf lemma). Let C', C2, ..., C"tr be closed subsets covering S"

such that if x lies in the boundary of S" then x E C' for some index i for which x; - 0.

Then (~;t~' C' ~ 0.

Proof. Since C',C2,...,C"t' are closed subsets covering S" there exists according to

Theorem 3.2 an x' E S" such that x' ~ C' implies x~ - 0 for j - 1, ..., n f 1. Suppose

x' ~ C" for some h E 1„tr. Then rh - 0. Let {xr~e - 1,2,...} be a sequence of points

in S" converging to :c' such that xÁ - 0 and x~ 1 0 for all j~ h. By the statement of

the corollary, xr must lie in Cti for every P. Since C~ is closed and xr converges to x' for

Q going to infinity, x' must lie in Cti, yielding a contradiction. Therefore, x' E C' for

every j E I„f~.

O

Other intersection theorems on the unit simplex are obtained when the unit simplex

is covered by subsets CT with T being arbitrary subsets of It~. A well known result

from Shapley (13] is that under some boundary condition similar to the one in the KKM

lemma the intersection of at least one balanced collection of sets CT is nonempty.

Definition 3.1. Let B be a collection of a finite number of subsets of !„ti, say B-

{Tr ,..., 7k }. "f he collection B is balanced if there exist nonnegative numbers ai, ..., ak

such that ~~-~ ~~ - 1 and ~~-~ a~mT~ - m.

The collection B is balanced with respect to some subset T' of 1„~I (or 7"-balanced) if

there exist nonnegative numbers ~„ ..., ak such that ~~-1 a~ - 1 and for some a' ~ 0
i) ~~-~ a~mT' - a' if i E 7".

11) ~~-r ~1~iR~~ C Ct' lf 2~ T'.

Balancedness of B means that every set T~ in B can be given a weight a~ such that for

every index i E 1„~i it holds that
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~ ~i~~Ti~ - 1~(n t 1).
i ET~

So for every i E~„tr the total wcight oí index i in the sets T~ containing i, being a~

divided by the number of indices in Tj, aggregated over all j - 1, ..., k is the same and

therefore equal to (n ~ 1)-'. In case of 7"-balanced the same holds for every i E T'

whereas the total weight for i~ T' might be less. Notice that a balanced collection is

T'-balanced for every nonempty T' C I„tr.

'The next thcorem states that when S" is covered by closed subsets CT such that if x lies

in the boundary of S" there is some index set 1' such that x E CT and x~ ~ 0 for every

j E T, then there exists a balanced collection of subsets having a nonempty interseetion.

This result is called the Sbaplcy lemma and is a generalization oC the I(KM-lemma.

Theorem 3.4 (Shapley lemma). Let CT,T C ~„~r, be a collection of closed subsets

covering S" such that for every x in the boundary of S" there is a subset CT containing

x for which x~ ) 0 for all j E T. Then there exists a balanced collection of index sets

T~, ... Tk such that (~~-i CT~ ~~.

Proof. Let W" be as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let p(w) be again the relative

projcction of w E W" on S", and for j - 1, ..., n-F 1 let w(j) be the vertex of W"

de(incd by

w;(j) -(n~ ~ n - 1)~(n -F 1) if i- j

-1f(ntl)-' ifi~j.

Next, let the point-to-set mapping F from W" to R"t' be defined by

F(w) - Cunv({rn - n,r~p(w) E C~ and w~ ? 0 for all j E 7'})

Notice that ~;t~' yi - 0 for all y E F(w). Clearly, F is an upper- hemicontinuous map-

ping aud for every tv E lV" the set F(w) is nonempty, convex and compact. Moreover,

the set ~JwE~y., h'(w) is corupact. Ilence, according to Lemma 2.l there exist x' E W"

ancí y' E F(x') such that.

xTy' C(r')T y' for all x E l~n-
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We will show that x' lies in W" and that x' lies in the intersection of a balanced set of
CT's. Let ( x')Ty' bc eyual to rs' then a' ~ 0 i[ we take x equal to m.
If we take x equal to w(j)-(n f 2)m - ( n -}-1)e( j ) , we obtain that y~ ~-o'~(n -~ 1) for

all j - 1, ..., n f 1. When x~ C 1 f(n -{- 1)-1 we obtain for x equal to (1 ~ e)x' - ew( j)

for small enough E 1 0 that y~ C-a'~(n ~ 1). Therefore,

y~ --a'~(n t 1) if x~ G 1 f(n f 1)-'

~-o'~(n i. 1) if x~ - 1 t(n -} l)-~.

Let B' be the collection of subsets T~,...,Tk such that, for j- 1,...,k, p(x') E CT~

and x; ~ 0 for all i E Tj. Since y' E F(x') there exist nonnegative numbers ai, ... ,~k
summing up to one such that

k

y' - ~ a~(m - mT~ ). ( 3.1)
j-i

Suppose that x; G 0 for some i E { 1, ..., n f 1}. Then i ~ Tj for j - 1, ..., k and

therefore y,' -]~(n f 1) ~ 0. On the other hand, x; G 0 implies that x' C 1-~ ( n -}. 1)-r

and hence that y,' --a'(n } 1)-~ C 0. Consequently, from this contradiction it follows

that x; ~ 0 for all i and so x' E S". The latter implies that x; C 1 ~- (n -{- 1)-~ for all i

and hencc that y; --~ ~(n f 1) for all i. Since ~;~~ y; - 0, this yields o' - 0 and so

y; - 0 for i - 1, ..., n t 1. From ( 3.1) it then follows that

k

~ Á~ mT~ - n1.

j-1

Conacyucntly, Lhi~ ~ ullcctiun IJ' is Lal,~u~ od. Mur~sw~~r, sini'c :c' E S" .u~il hcncc P(r') -

x`, we also havc that x' E(~~-~ CT~, which proves the theorem.

O

The next result can be considered as the dual of Shapley lemma and is due to Ichiishi
(3].

Theorem 3.5 ( Ichiishi lemma). Let CT, T C I„}~, be a collection of closed subsets

covering S" such that for every x in the boundary of S" there is a subset CT containing
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x for which i E T when x; - 0. Then there exists a balanced collection of index sets

7'1, ..., Tk such that (~~-1 CT~ ~ 0.

Proof. Let the set V" be given by

nt[
V"-{vER"t[~~v;-1,v;7-(n}1)-rforalliEl„~[}.

~- [

Clearly, V" is the convex hull of the points v(i) - 2e(i) - m, i- 1,...,n ~ 1. Let p(v)

be the relative projection of v E V" on S" as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Next,

let the mapping F from V" to the set o[ subsets of R" be defined by

F(v) - Conv({mT - m~p(a) E CT and i E T if v; C 0}.

Then F is upper-hemicontinuous and for every v E Vn the set F(v) is nonempty, convex

and compact. Moreover the set t-1„E~., F(v) is compact. According to Lemma 2.1, there

exist x' E V" and y' E !~'(x') such that for all x E V"

.rT y' G ( x')Ty'.

Let B' be the collectiou of iudex sets T1i...,T~ such that for all j E{1,...,k} it holds

that p(x`) E CT~ and i E T~ if x,' c 0. We will show that B' is balanced. Let a' be equal

to (x')T y', then a' ~ 0 when wc take x equal to rn. Moreover, when we take x equal to

v(i), i E{1,... , n f 1}, we obtain y; c~a'. On the other hand, in case x; )-(n f 1)-r

and we take x equal to (1 ~- E)x' - ev(i) for small enough e 7 0 we obtain y; 1 Za'. All

of this togethcr irnplies

y~ - 2a' 1 0 whcn x~ ,-(n f 1)-'
~ 2a. - w,}[en x; - -(n -f 1)-[.

Moreover, for j- 1,...,k we have that i E T~ when x; --(n ~- 1)-', by construction

of B`. Since y' E F(x'), there exist nonnegative numbers ~~,...,i[k summing up to one

such that

A.

y' - ~ 1~(rn~' - m).
~-[
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Therefore, wlicn x~ --(n i- 1)-~ and so i E T~ for all j, we have that

k

y~ - ~ ~~(~Ti~-~ - (n f 1)-1) ~ 0.
~-i

Consequently, y; ~ 0 for all i. Since ~"1~ y; - 0, this implies y' - 0 and so a' - 0.
Hence,

k

~ ~~mT~ - m.
j-)

So, B` is a balanced collection of index sets Tl,... ,Tk such that p(x') E(~~-1 CT~, which
completes the proof.

The next theorem is new and states that when S" is covered by an arbitrary collection
of closed subsets CT with T C {1,...,n {- I}, then there exists an x' E S" such that x'
is an intcrsection point of some T'-balanced collection of sets, with T' -{j~xj 1 0}.

Theorem 3.6. Let CT, T C I„~~, be a collection of closed subscts covering S". Then
there exists an x' E S" such that for T' -{i~x; ~ 0} there is a T'-balanced collection

of index sets T~,...,Tk for which x' E(1j-1 CT~

Prooí. Let the point-to-set mapping F from S" to the set of subsets of S" be defined
by

F(x) - Conv({mT~x E CT})

The mapping F is upper-hemicontinuous and for every x in S" the set F(x) is nonempty,

convex and compact. Moreover, the union of F(x) over all x E S" is bounded. Hence,

according to Lemma 2.1 there exist x' E S" and y' E F(x') such that

xT y' C(x')T y' for all x E S".

When we take x equal to m, we obtain that a' -(x')T y' 1 0. Moreover, when we take

x cqual to c(i) for i E{1,...,n f l} wc gct
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y,' - a' i f x; 1 0

C tx' i f x; - 0.

Nc~xl,, lol, II' bi~ I hi~ rulh~ctiun of indcx s~~ts 'I'i,... ,'IÁ snch LhaL x' E('~~ for j- I,... , k.
We will show that Lj' is 1"-balanced where 7" - {i~x,' ~ 0}. Since y' E F(x'~ there
exist nonnegative numbers a„ ... , ak summing up to one such that

k

y~ - ~ ~~mT'.
~-r

Consequently, since ~~-1 ~~ - l,y; - a' when x; ~ 0, and y; G a' when x; - 0, we
hace that

~iET~ ~~~~Til - a' for i E T'

G a' for i~ T'.

Therefore, the collection E3' is T'-balanced. Furthermore,

k

x' E n C'T~,-r
and r.; - 0 whruc~vcr i~7", which ioncludcs Lhc thcorr.in. O

lu the thcvrerns above we gave all kinds of iulcrsection thcorerns on the unit simplex in

case this set is covered by a finite number of sets labelled by subsets of the index set
I„~r, where n is the dirnensiou of the sirnplex. First we discussed theorems in which the
sets are labclled by just one index out of the set I„fl. Then we gave theorems where the
sets are labelled by arbitrary sets of indices out of In~r. In the next section we generalize

these thcorems to intersection theorems on the simplotope. We remark that there are

also intersection theorems on S" in which the sets covering S" are labelled by index sets

different from being elements or subsets from the set {1, ... , n~ 1}, e.g. see []~.
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4 Intersection theorems on the simplotope

In this section we considec intersection theorems on the simplotope S where each of the

sets is labelled by an index or by a set of indices in I. Labelling by sets of indices on S

is new but labelling by just onc index on S is well-known. One oï these theorems, see

Kuhn (6), concerns a collection of sets equal to the dimension of the simplotope plus one

and is a trivial generalization of the KI{M lemma on the unit simplex. In Freund (2) and

in van der Laan, Talman, and Van der Heyden [9) an intersection theorem is given on

S for a collection of closed sets covering S equal to the number of variables in S. This

theorem can be considered as a generalization of the generalized Scarf lemma on the unit

simplex to the simplotope.

Theorem 9.1. ( [2~ and [9)) Let C'~k, (j, k) E I, be a collection of closed subsets

covcring .S. 'I'hcn thcrc exists an r' E S such that for smne j' E{I,...,N} it holds

that r~..k - 0 if x' ~ C'~~k k- 1,... , n~. f l.

Proof. Let the point-to-set mapping y~ from S to the set of subsets oí R"}r be defined by

y~(x) - Conv({e(j,k)~x E C''k}),

where e~,k(J, k) - 1 aud e;,n(7, k) - 0 for (a, h) ~(j, k).

Then y~ is upper hemi-continuous and for every x E S the set y~(x) is a compact, convex,

nonempty set. Moreover, the set (J~ES y~(x) is compact. Hence, according to Lemma 2.1

there exist a' E S and y' E c~(x') such that for all j

~r~ y~ c(.c~ )T y~ fur all .r E S.

Letting (r~)T y~ be cqual tu cr~ wc ubtaiu for all (J, k) E! that

y~ k- a~ if x~k ~ 0

C (Y~ If S~k - ().

On the other hand, let T' be the set of indices (j, k) such that x' E C''k. Then, since

y' E cp(x'), there exists nonnegative a~ k, (j, k) E T', Wlth ~h,k1ET. ~~,k - 1, such that

y~ - ~ ~i.ke(J, k).
(J,k)ET.
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Slncc ~Gk)ET. ~j,k - 1, t}lc[C Cxlsts an )' E ~N SUC}1 that ~(i',k)ET. ~j. k ~ ~. Clea[ly,

yj',k -~j~,k for all (j',k) E T'. Hence, yJ.k ~ 0 for at least one index (j',k), and so

a~. ~ 0. Consequently, y~. k-.`~. k 1 0 if x~. k~ 0, which can only be the case when

(j',k) E T'. Therefore, (j',k) E T' whenever x~. k ~ 0. So, (j',k) ~ T' and hence

x' ~ Ci~'k implics x~.,k - 0.

O

Notice that in the thcorenl it is not guarantecd that for all j- 1, ... , N it holds x~k - 0

whenever x' ~ C'~k. This is caused by the fact that T' fl I(j) might be empty for some

j E IN. From Theorem 4.1 the next corollary immediately follows.

Corollary 9.2. Let C'~~k, ( j, k) E l, be a collectiou of closed subscts covering S such that
C~~k contains x whenever xik - 0. Then for some j' E IN, tbe set (~(j..k)Et(.i.1 C'''k ~ 0.

'[heorem 4.1 can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 3.2. The next two theo-

rems generalize in the same way the KKM lemma and Scarf lemma on S" to S, respec-

tivcly.

Theorem 9.3 (KKM lernma on S[7]). Let C'~k, (j, k) E~, be a collection of closed

subsets covering S such that if x lies in the boundary of S then x E C~'k for some

( j, k) E 1 for which xi,k ~ 0. Then there is an index j' E IN such that

n,.tr~ Ci..k ~ 0.
k-1

Proof. Let the set V in jjN l R"'tl be given by

N

v - jj vn~,
;-r

with V"~, j E {I,...,N}, dcfincd as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, i.e.,

n,tr
V"~ -{vi E R"~tl~ ~ vik - l,vjk ~-(ni ~- 1)-r for all k}.

k-1

Clearly, for j E IN, V"~ is the convex hull of the points vj(j,k) - 2ei(j,k) - mi,

k- l, ... , ni -F 1. ror v E V, the point p(v) in S will denote the relative projection of v
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on S, i.e., p(v) -(pl(vl), ... , pN(vN)), with p~(v~) the relative projection of v~ in V"~ on

S"~ as dcfined in thc proof of Thcorem 3.1. Next, let the point-to-set mapping F from

V to the set of subsets of jjN 1 R"~tl be defined by

F(v) - Conv({rn(j) - c(j,k)~p(v) E C''k and v~k 1 0},

wherc rn~(j) - nl~ and m,(j) - 0 Cor i~ j. Thcn F is upper-hemicontinuous and for

every v E V the set f''(v) is nouelnpty, convex and compact. Moreover, the set U„EyF(v)

is rornpact. According to Lemma 2.1 there exist x' E V and y' E F(x') such that for

a11xEVand jEl,v,

x~ y~ C ( x~)~y~.

Let a~ be equal to (x~ )T y~ , then a~ 1 0 by taking x~ - m~, since m~ y~ - 0, j- 1, ..., N.

When we take ~~ equal to the vertex v~(j, k) of V"~}1 we obtain 2yj~ G a~k, for ( j, k) E I.

On Lhe other hand, if rjk )-(n~ f 1)-` and wheu taking x~ equa] to -ev~(j, k)-~ (1 ~e)x~

for arbitrarily small e~ 0, we obtain that 2y~k ? a~. Therefore,

y~k - 2a~ ~ 0 if x~k ~-(n~ f 1)-`

C 2a~ if a~k --(n~ t 1)-1.

Let T' - {(j,k) E I~p(x') E C''k and x~k 1 0}, and for j - 1,...,N let T~ - T' fl l(j).

Sincc y' E F(x') there exist nonnegative numbers a~k for (j,k) E T' such that

~~~ - ~ ~i.k(m(7) - e(J, k))
li.k~e'r.

and ~~~,k~ a~ k- 1. Suppose that x~k - -(n~ t 1)-` Cor some ( j, k) E 1. Then (j, k) ~ T'

and hence y~k ~ 0. Therefore,

0~ y~k -~a~ lf I~k ~ -(ill ~ 1)-t

0 G ' G~a' if x' n -F 1)-`.y~k - z j ~k ' -( )

Since ~k'~~ y~k - 0, for every j E IN we must have that a~ - 0 and y~k - 0 for

(j, k) E 1( j), so y~ - 0. Since ~h,k~ET. ~~,k - 1, there is a j` E IN such that



]s

a':- ~ a;.k70.
(Í'~k)ET~.

Together this irnplies (j', k) E T' and ~~. k- a'(n;. f 1)-1 ~ 0 for every (j', k) E!(j').

}Ience, x" E C~~~k for all ( j', k) E !(j').

O

Corollary 4.4 (Scarf lemma on S). Let C'~k, (j,k) E !, be a collection of closed

subsets covering S such that if x lies in the buundary of S then x E C~~k for some index

(j, k) for which x;k - 0. Then there is a j' E I,v such that

n C~',k ~ 0.
k-1

Proof. From Theorem 4.1 it follows that there exists an x' E S such that for some

j' E IN it holds that x~. k - 0 when x' ~ C''~k. This implies that x' E C'~~k when

x~. k 1 0. Suppose now that x~. k - 0 for some (j', k) E 1(j'). Then we will show that

also x' E C'~~k. Let {x~, e- 1, 2,...} be a sequence of points in S converging to x' such

that x~. k- 0 and .x~k 1 0 for all ( j, k) ~( j', k), Q- 1, 2, .... Then xr E C~~~k for all e

and therefore also x' E C~~~k since C'~~k is closed.

O

In Lhe previous theorems which can be considered as direct generalizations of the KKM

and Scarf lemmas, the sets covering S were labelled by just one index. It is also possible

to cover S by scts labcllcd by a vcctor or sct of indices. First we give theorems where

each set of the collection is labelled by a set of N indices, one index for each j E IN. Let

7 be the collection of sets T of indices (j, k) E! such that the set T fl !(j) consists of

one element. fur cach j E IN. When CT, T E T, is a collection of sets covering S then for

7" C I a puiut r lies in the set CT~ if there exist Tr,...,Tk in T such that T' - U;-1T;

and

k
xE nCT'.;-r

Theorem 4.5 (van der Laan and Talman [8]). Let CT, T E T, be a collection of

closed subsets covering S. "fhen there is an x' E S such that for some T' C I it holds

Lhat .r' E
('.~.. :rn~l .r~k. - 0 if ~l, k) S~ ~l '.
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Proof. Let the point-to-set mapping F from S into the set of subsets of S be given by

F(x) - Conv({e(T)~x E CT}).

Clearly, for every x E S the set F(x) is convex, nonempty and compact, and F is upper-

hemicontinuous. According to Kakutani's fixed point theorem on S, there exists an x"

such that x' E F(x'), i.e., there exist nonnegative numbers a;, á- 1,...,k, such that

x' -~kr a; e(T,'), where T~ ,... ,Tk are such that x' E CT' for all i. Let T' be the

union of T;` over all i. Then x" E CT~ and, since e~h(T,`) - 0 when (j, h) ~ T;", x~~ - 0

if ( j, h) ~ T'.

Also this t}reorem can be considered as a generalization of the Generalized Scarf lemma

on the unit simplex, since it coincides with Theorem 3.2 in case N is equal to 1. The

next result generalizes Scarf lemma in the same way.

Corollary 4.6. Let CT, T E T, be a collection of closed subsets covering S such that if

x lies in the bormdary of S then x E CT for some T E T containing an index (j, k) E 1

for which x~k - 0. Then Cr ~ 0.

Proof. According to Theorem 4.4 there exists an x' E S such that x' E CT~ for some

T' C I for which x~k - 0 when (j,k) ~ T'. We will show that í E Cr. Clearly,

(j, k) E T' if x~k 1 0. So suppose that x~k - 0. Let {x~,l - 1,2,...} be a sequence of

points in S such that x~k - 0 and x~h ~ 0 for all (i, h) ~(j, k) whereas zr converges to

x' if C goes to infinity. Then for every 2 there exists a T~ E T such that (j, k) E T~ and

x~ E CT`. Since there are only a finite numbers of index sets in T, there is a T' such that

T~ - To for infinitely many Q. Without loss of generality we can assume that T~ - To

for every P. Consequently, x~ E CT` for every Q and (j, k) E To. Since CT` is closed and

x~ convergos to :r' we mnst have that x` E CTo. Ilence, x" E CT with T- T' U To. In

this way we can extend for every (j,k) E I for which x~k - 0 the set T' with an index

set To E 7 such that x' E CTo and (j, k) E To. Consequently, x' E Cr.

O

The next theorem is new and is a generalization of the KKM lemma.
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Theorem 4.7. Let CT, 7' E T, be a collection of closed subsets covering S such that

if x lies in the boundary o( S then x E CT for some T E T for which x~k ~ 0 when

(j, k) E T. Then Cr ~ 0.

Proof. Let the set V be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 and let the point-to-set

nrapping h' frum V I,o thc sct of suhsets of jjN ~ R"~}r bc givcn by

F(v) - Conv({m - e(T)~p(v) E CT and ( j,k) E T implies v~k 1 0}).

Then F is upper-hemicontinuous, ~J„Ey F(v) is a compact set, and for every v E V the

set F(v) is nonempty, convex and closed. Following the proof of Theorem 4.3 there exist

x' E V and y' E F(x') such that for all j E fN for a~ -(x~)Ty~

y~n - 2~~ ~ 0 if x~h 1-(n~ -}- 1)-r

G 1a~ - if x~h - -(n~ -} 1)-r.

Let T' -{T E T~p(x') E CT and ( j, k) E T implies x~k ~ 0} and let T' be the union

of T E T'. We will show that T' is equal to I. Let T' be equal to the collection of sets

Tr, ... ,Tk E T. Since y' E F(x'), there exist nonnegative numbers ai, .. . , ak with sum

equal to one such that

k

y' - ~a~(m - e(T;)).
t-r

Suppose that x~h --(n -F 1)-~ for some (j, {e) E~. Then e~ti(7;) - 0 for all i and hence

y~h 1 0. Thercfore, y~h ~ 0 for all (j, k) E I and since ~k y~h - 0 we must have that

y~ - 0 for j- l, ... , N. }Ience, for every (j, h) E I

k

(n~ -~ } )-~ - ~ ~~ Cjh(T~) i ~.

i-1

This implies that for every (j,h) E I is must hold that e~h(T;) ~ 0 for at least one

i E{1,...,k}. Cousequently,for evcry (j,h) E! there is an i E{1,...,k} such that

(j, h) E T', i.e., 7" - ~J;`-r 7" is equal to 1, and hence x' E C~.

In the previous theorems the sets CT covering S were such that for every j E IN the
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set T fl I(j) consists of just one element. In the next theorems we allow T to consist of

more thau one index out of each 1(j), j E IN. So, let Z be the collection of subsets T

of I such that for evcry j E lw the set 7' fl I( j) consists of at least one element. Then

balancedness of a collection of sets in Z is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1. Let B-{Tr,...,Tk} be a collection of index sets such that T; E Z

for every i- 1, ..., k. Ther~ B is balanced if there exist nonnegative numbers ~i, ...,~k

such that it hulds that ~~-r ~~ - 1 and

k

~ ~~ ritT' - t77.

j-t

The collection B is T'-balanced with respect to some set T' C I if there exist nonnega-

tive numbers ai, ..., ak summing up to one and positive numbers ai, ..., a~, such that

T
~j-l ~jTRih - a; if (i, h) E T'

G a; if (i, h) ~ T'.

Balancedness and T-balancedness have the same interpretation as these concepts have on

the unit simplex, with the addition that for every index (i, h) E I(or T') the aggregated

weight in every index set where (i, h) belongs to must be the same as for every other

index (i, F) E!(or 'I" and not les, than for (i, P) ~ 7" ). "Ihe ucxt theorerns are all new.

Theorem 4.7. (Shapley lemma on S) Let CT, T C Z, be a collection of closed

subsets covering S such that for every z in the boundary oï S there exists a subset CT

containing x íor which x,,k ~ 0 for all (j, k) E T. Then there exists a balanced collection

of index sets T1,...,Tk such that n~-r CT' ~ 0.

Proof. Let LV be eyual to the cartesian product of the sets Wn~, .. ,iVnN with W"',

j E{ 1,... , N}, defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let the point-to-set mapping F

frorn 6V to the set of subsets of jjN ~ Rn't' be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.4., i.e.,

F(w) - Conv({m - mT~p(w) E CT and w~,k ~ 0 for all (j, k) E T}),

whcrc p(w) is thc rclative projection of w E W on S. I'ollowing the proof of Theorem

3.4 there exist x' E W, y' E I'~(s') and nonnegative numbers ai, ..., aN such that



y~k --a~~(n~ f 1) if x~k C 1-F (n~ f 1)-r

~-a~~(n~ f 1) if x~k - f i- (n~ i- 1)-r.

Let 13' be the collection of subsets 7'1i ..., Tk such that for j - 1, ..., k, p(x') E CT~ and

x~h ~ 0 for all (i, h) E T~.

5ince y' E I'(a') there exist nonnegative numbers a„ ..., ak summing up to one such

that

k

y~ -~~j(m; - mT' ) for all i E i~V.
~-1

Suppose that x,'h G 0 for some (i, h) ~!. Then (i, h) E T~ for j- 1, ..., k and therefore

y~h -(n; t 1)-' ~ 0. On the othcr hand x;h C 0 implies that y;h --a;(n; f 1)-r C 0.

Conseyuently, r,'h ~ 0 for all (i, h) E 1 and therefore y~h - -a;(n; f 1)-t G 0 for all

(i,h) E ~. Since ~h-~t y;h - 0 this implies a; - 0 and so y; - 0 for all i E IN. Hence,

for every i E ~N,

k
T

~ ~~rn;' - m;.
~-t

which proves the theorern.

Similar to the proof of Theorems 3.5 and 4.7 we can generalize the lemma of Ichiishi to

the simplotope.

Theorem 4.8. (Ichiishi lemma on S) Let CT, T C Z, be a collection of closed subsets

covering S such that if r lic~s iu the boundary of S there exists a subset CT containing

x for which (i, h) E 'l for all indices (i, h) with x;h - 0. Then there exists a balanced

collcctiou uf iudcx scts "1't, ..., 7k such Lhat (~~-t CT~ ~(~.

Proof. Let V be the cartesian product of the sets V"', ... , V"N, where for each j the

set V"~ is defincd as in thc proof of Thcorem 3.5. Let F be the mapping from V to the

sct of subsets of ]~N t I~"~}t dcfined by

h'(v) - Conv({rtt~ - nt~p(v) E C~ and i E T if v; G 0}).
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Then there exist x' E V, y' E F(x'), and nonnegative numbers ai,...,aN such that

y~h - 2a; if x;h ~ -(n; f 1)-r

G 2a; if x;h --(n; f 1)-r.

Let B' be the collection of index sets Tr, ...,Tk such that for all j it holds that

p(x' ) E CT~ and (i, h) E Tj if x;h - 0. Then there exist nonnegative numbers ~i, ...,~k

sumrning up to one such that

k

y~ -~~~(rnT' - m;) for all i E ~N.
j-t

Therefore, when x;h - -( n; -~ I)-r and so ( i,h)) E Tj for all j,y,~ ? 0. Consequently,

a; - 0 and y,' - 0 for all i E h,, and hence

k

~ ~~Till~ - IIL,

j-1

which proves the theorem.
O

The next theorem generalizes Theorem 3.6 to the simplotope. This theorem states that

when S is covered by an arbitrary set of closed subsets CT with T E Z, then there exists

an x' E S such that x' is an intersection point for some T'-balanced collection of sets,

with T' - {(i, h)~x;h ~ 0}.

Theorem 4.9. het C~~, T E Z, be a collection of closed subsets covering S. Then there

exists an x' E S such that for T' - {(i, h) E I~x;h ~ 0} there is a T'-balanced collection

o[ index sets Tl, ..., Tk for which x' E(i~-r CT~

Proof. Lct the point-to-set mapping F from S to the set of subsets of jjN r R"'}r be

defined by

F(x) - Conv({nzT~x E CT}).

Iollowing the proo[ of Theorem 3.6 there exist x' E S, y' E F(x'), and nonnegative

numbers a~,...,a;" such that



yih - Q'~ If xih i ~

C a; i( x~h - 0.

Next, let !3' be again the collection of index sets T~,...,Tk such that x' E CT~ for every

j. We will show that B' is T'-balanced where T' -{(i, h) E I~x~ti 1 0}. There exist

nounegative numbers a~ ,.. ., ak summing up to one such that

k

y~ -~ a~mT' for all i E IN.
~-i

Consequcntly,

~p,~~)E!, ~~~~T ~- ~r~ whcu(i,h) E 7"

G ~~ when(i, h) ~ 7",

where T~ - T~ fl I(i), which proves the theorem.

O
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